What our scholars have to say...

“

‘’The Allianz Scholarship programme is great way of
supporting brokers to achieve their Diploma. The support
and training I have received so far has been first class and I
couldn’t have asked for anymore. The programme not only
provides you with the knowledge needed to be successful
in the studying for the Diploma but also gives you the
opportunity to share knowledge and studying techniques
with your peers and create healthy competition between
the group. Allianz are one step ahead of its competitors in
offering this opportunity and I’m sure others will look to
offer similar schemes in the future.
Not only will the scholars gain the Diploma at the end of
the 18 months, they would have gained valuable industry
knowledge and the confidence to apply this in their day
to day roles. The programme will hopefully inspire other
colleagues to want to achieve professional qualifications
which can only be a positive thing for the industry as a
whole’’.

“

‘’The Scholarship programme is a positive statement being
made by Allianz demonstrating that they are interested in
the professionalism of the brokers that they deal with in
the market.
Allianz have demonstrated a joined up business approach
of the Broker/Insurer demonstrating the need for
professionalism in the Insurance Market.
The programme offers a fast track qualification of the
CII diploma, it helps the Scholar to gain knowledge and
experience from both Insurer and the Broker side of the
business’’.
Allianz Sponsor 2012

Allianz Scholar 2012

“

“

The programme is well organised and spaced out allowing
sufficient time for the scholar to complete necessary
revision and work, without being in the way of their day
to day work. The revision days have been extremely
successful in my own learning, in that I have come away
with a feeling that I have gained from the sessions, and not
felt like my time could have been better used elsewhere.

Besides the technical learning, I have also enjoyed meeting
new people and it has been great to get a chance to talk to
others who are at a similar stage in their career and hear
about the firms they work for.

‘’From the outset I was impressed by the offer provided by
Allianz to assist Broker’s with their development.

From my experiences so far I would strongly recommend
the Allianz Scholarship Programme to anyone wishing to
develop and progress within the Insurance industry. The
learning, advice, assistance and networking opportunities
in place will provide the scholar with a key opportunity to
grow and gain a greater learning experience and ideally
results. I feel privileged to have been given this opportunity
by Allianz’’.
Allianz Scholar 2012

“Other than time out of the office and the exam fees,
Allianz picks up the tab for everything else and there
is nothing to organise or sort out. It really is fantastic
value and I am delighted to have been selected for the
programme.

Allianz has invested a lot of time, money and effort into
this programme and certainly my own experience is very
positive. It is always easier to learn in a structured group
environment and this is exactly what the scholarship
programme creates”.
Allianz Scholar 2012

